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Integra Introduces New Additions to Summit Lounge Series 
Part of the Alpine Collection, Beautifully Designed Club Chairs Bring Design 

Sophistication, Comfort and Durability to Commercial Environments 
 
CHICAGO -- NEOCON EXPO (10th FLOOR SHOWROOM #10-140) – June 12, 2017 
– Integra Inc., a leading designer and manufacturer of high quality seating and tables 
for commercial environments, is introducing new additions to its Summit Lounge 
series at NeoCon, June 12-14 in Chicago.  Part of the Alpine Collection, a complete 
line-up of highly designed chairs, tables, benches and ottomans, the Summit Lounge 
series features beautifully designed, curved club chairs engineered with unmatched 
strength and comfort, providing an exceptional seating solution for any commercial 
interior.   
 
Summit Lounge chairs are distinguished by multiple design innovations.  A sleek, 
curved back design that gently angles into the sloped arms creates a warm and 
inviting aesthetic.  Featuring an inherently smaller footprint, the chairs are well 
proportioned for healthcare waiting areas or other commercial spaces that desire a 
comfortable lounge look and feel, but which may have space constraints.  
Effortlessly combining design with practicality, a functional clean-out is smartly 
concealed from the front for enhanced aesthetics.   
 
Multiple leg, base, arm cap and finish options – along with almost unlimited fabric 
options – enable designers to create their own unique look for any project. These 
multiple options also help ensure Summit Lounge perfectly harmonizes with the 
specific environment designers are creating.   
 
A full complement of coordinating ottomans with matching bases or legs and tables 
round out this versatile product offering. 
 
Summit chairs are available in two sizes, Standard and XL.  Three base options are 
available: a swivel base with a 360 degree rotation, a swivel base with a self-
returning function featuring a smartly designed center point locator, and a static 
base, as well as casters and a four-leg style for a stationary, coordinated option. 
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Leg options include steel cylinder legs with a brushed chrome finish and multiple 
powder coated finishes, wood legs with standard or custom wood finishes.  Arm cap 
options on all Summit chairs include wood and solid surfaces. 
 
Ottomans are available with the swivel base and leg options. Coordinating tables are 
available in the Alpine Collection. 
 
Summit Lounge positively contributes to maintenance and cost of ownership.   
The nearly all-around clean-out seat allows for easy maintenance, keeping the 
seating area clean from debris, while its wipe-off material at the bottom allows 
debris to easily continue to the ground.  Damaged or worn components can be easily 
recovered, repaired or replaced.   
 
Summit Lounge features the superior strength for which Integra is known and 
allows a person of nearly any weight to sit safely and securely.  The static, integrated 
bariatric weight capacity of 2,000 lbs. is well above other bariatric rated seating.  
Summit’s exceptional 1,000 lb. drop capacity further reduces risk management for a 
facility.  Like other products manufactured by Integra, Summit Lounge seating 
comes with a lifetime warranty, which includes use in 24/7 environments.  
 
Summit Lounge was designed and engineered the Integra Design Team in 
collaboration with 2B Studios.  Ardis C. Hutchins, AIA, IIDA, CHID, EDAC, an interior 
architect with University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics, provided initial design 
criteria input.   
 
About Integra 
Located in southern Wisconsin, Integra Inc., is a family-owned and operated 
company that has been designing and manufacturing seating and tables for lounge 
and reception areas since 1982. The company started with Monroe Putnam’s 
patented “tube and plug” inner construction design. Since then, Integra owners, 
Monroe and Deena Putnam, have grown Integra into a leading company that 
accommodates the unique requirements of each customer and end-user, and 
continually adds new products that exceed customer expectations. Integra sets the 
standard for products with functional style, durability and flexibility combined with 
first-class customer service.  With a focus on durability and minimizing 
environmental impact, all Integra seating lines have replaceable components to 
provide a more sustainable and cost effective solution for any facility.  Follow us on 
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest and Twitter.   
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Editor’s Note:  High resolution images are available by contacting Matt Spaulding at 
matts@spauldingcommunications.com or 404-270-1010. 
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